Dear Clients

From 26th May 2020 Italy enter on the "phase 3" of the general re-opening of the touristic activities.

There are new National Rules about the safety comportments to prevent the contagion that every participant need know and apply.

Every client need have:

1. Protective masks (type for surgery) to use in mandatory form during his passage on the hotels, Rifugios, cableways and others public places.

   **WE SUGGEST:** to have one for every day of tour.

2. Disinfectant gel to use on the same situations (when is impossible to wash the hand with water and soap).

   **WE SUGGEST:** to buy it in very small plastic bottles/confections.

We as guides will disinfect at every change of client our technical climbing equipment with special products for the different typologies of materials.

We confide in your collaboration in this difficult times.

"Dolomites mountains are a natural site on UNESCO’s World Heritage List!"